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LIJUI IIOTeHl.{IIaJia B BHL1e CIIMMeTpH30BaHHOH cpyttKUHH ct>epMH, KOTOpoe 3aTeM 
npoBepeHO cpaBHeHmIMH C TOqHhlMH qIIcJieHHhlMH pacqeTaMH. TioKa3aHO, qTo ero 
MO)KHO c ycnexoM npHMemi:Th LIJUI 51LlpO-51L1epHoro pacce51HH51 npII npoMe)KYTOq
HhIX 3Hepnrnx B L1eC51TKH Ms~ Ha HYKJIOH B paMKax npn6JIH)KeHII51 fnay6epa -
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An approximate analytic expression of the eikonal pha:se for the potential in 
the form of the symmetrized Fermi function is derived and compared with the re
sults of exact calculations. It is shown that this expression can be successfully ap
plied to the intermediate energy nucleus-nucleus scattering of tens of MeV/nucle
on in the framework of a Glauber - Sitenko approach at small angles. In practice, 
the use of the analytic phase permits one to understand a mechanism of scattering 
and calculate differential cross sections about two orders faster than with the 
whole numerical integration. 

The investigation has been performed at the Bogoliubov Laboratory of Theo
retical Physics, JINR. 
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1 Introduction 

The high-energy methods, applied to scattering problems at E » U and kR » 1, have 
been improved mainly for studying hadron- and light- ion collisions with nuclei, and 
many calculations were fulfilled in the framework of the Glauber-Sitenko approach to 
small angles (I], [2] by numerical integrations of the elastic scattering amplitude 

f(q) = ik ["° db bJ0 (qb) (1 - ei<I>N + i<I>c), q < ./2fTii,' (1.1) 

and the reaction cross section 

CTR= 2ir l'" db b (1 - e-2/m <I>N). (1.2) 

Here b and q = 2k sin(0 /2) are the impact. parameter and transfer momentum, the last 
being connected with the scattering angle 0. The Coulomb and nuclear eikonal pha~es 
<I>c(b) and <I>N(b) (eikonals) are given as 

00 

I J ~ l~ <I>= - hv dz U(vb2 + z2
) = - h/(b), ( 1.3) 

-oo 

where the thickness function (or profile integral) 

00 

l(b) = j dz u(Jb2 + z2 ) (IA) 

depends of the distribution function u(r) of a potential U(r) = U0 tt(r). 
As to heavy ion collisions, they are characterized by extended nuclear potentials of 

the large radii R = R1 + R2 and the strong Coulomb fields having long tails. So, large 
distances of integration require much time for numerical calculations. Moreover, when 
kR » I, the obtained results occur to be very sensitive to precise behaviour of potentials 
and eikonal phases <I> in the periphery of collisions. Then, to compute the amplitude (I.I) 
and cross section (1.2), preliminary integration (1.3) over z should be performed many 
times to obtain eikonals for a set of b. Thus, to make clear the physics of procesRes and 
achieve faster computations, it is desirable to get phases in an analytic form. In [I], they 
were obtained explicitly for the point Coulomb, Gaussian and uniform distributions of a 

2 

,;, 

I 

potential. However, when exploring heavy ion collisions, a shape of the realistic nuclear 
Woods-Saxon potential and charge and matter density distributions are usually associated 
with the Fermi function 

uF(r) = 1 + exp[(r - R)/a] (1.5) 

or somewhat like that. Below, we use the symmetrized form of (1.5) (3], (4] (SF-function), 
having certain advantages from both physical and mathematical point of view (see, e.g., 
(5], [6]), which can be written as 

usF(r) = sinh(R/a) 
cosh(R/a) + cosh(r/a) = uF(r) - c(r), (1.6) 

where 

c r _ exp(-R/a) 
( ) - exp(r/a) + exp(-R/a) 

(1.7) 

It is seen that, in numerical calculations, the additional term c(r) may be neglected for 
R » a when exp(-R/a) < 1, ·and, therefore, uF(r) and usF(r) have almost the same 
form for r 2'. 0. However, c plays an important role in the case of comparable Rand a. 
Indeed, in this case the non-physical "cusp" of UF at r = 0 (i.e. u'(0)-:/ 0) becomes very 
appreciable, whereas usF assures that its derivative u~F(r = 0) is equal to zero at any R 
and a. Moreover, when developing analytical methods of estimations of amplitudes, the 
use of usF permits one to exclude many mathematical problems arising in the case of the 
Fermi function. 

The purpose of this work is to obtain an appropriate analytic expression for the nuclear 
profile function in the case of SF-distribution 

00 

I(b) = J dz sinh(R/a) ' 
cosh(R/a) + cosh( ✓b2 + z2/a) 

-oo 

(1.8) 

and test its applicability to the intermediate energy nucleus-nucleus scattering. 
Unfortunately, this type of integrals is not suitable for analytic estimations. The only 

example has been given in (7] where, for the Fermi function, IF(b) was presented as an 
infinite series of residues at poles of its integrand. However, it turned out that too many 
terms are required to provide necessary precision at large b, where the profile integral 
must fall down as an exponential function. 

2 Profile integral for the SF:-function 

In order to estimate the integral (1.8) we first transform it to that having dependence on 
only one parameter C = Rf a instead of two, the radius Rand diffuseness a. To this end 
we introduce variables ( = z / a and /3 = bf R and obtain 

l(b) = I(/3R) = 2R:I(/3), . (2.1) 

f ~'~ ·~ ··~ ·; .~ •. ~- -n&t~:=;. u :---~ 
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where 

. 1 /
00 

sinhC d( 
I((]) = C cosh C + cosh ✓ ((JC)2 + ( 2 • 

0 

(2.2) 

For further simplifications, it is desirable to transform the denominator to the form which 
contains only linear combinations of cosh((JC) and cosh (. For this purpose, it is helpful 
to expand the cosines in series and construct the following compositions of interest: 

✓ { a4 a5 as } cosh(((JC)2 + ( 2) = cosh (JC+ cosh ( - 1 + 1 + -
61 

+ 1 + ... , (2.3) 
4. . 8. 

{ 
a4 a5 as } cosh (JC cosh ( = cosh (JC+ cosh ( - 1 + K4 
41 

+ K5 
61 

+ Ks 
81 

+ •·· , (2.4) 

where 
a4 = 2((JC)2(2, a5 = 2 [(/JC)4

(
2 + ((JC)2(4

] , 

as = 3((JC)6(2 + 4((JC)4
(

4 + 3((JC)2(6 (2.5) 

and K; are fixed numbers. Now we suggest that for every certain parameter Cone could 
introduce such an "effective" value K( C) that satisfies the relation 

{ 
a4 a5 as } { a4 a6 as } 

"'4 4! + "'6 6! + K,g 8! + ... ~ K( C) 4! + 6! + 8! + ... . (2.6) 

Note that we put "' independent of ( - the statement justified by the further procedure 
when the shape of K( C) is established basing on the approximate I((]) obtained after 
integration over ( (see below). So, combining (2.3), (2.4) and (2.6), we have 

cosh C + cosh J((JC) 2 + ( 2 ~ A+ B cosh (, (2.7) 

where 

"' - 1 A((J) = cosh C + -- [cosh (JC - l] , 
K, 

1 
B((J) = -[cosh(JC +"' - 1]. 

K, 
(2.8) 

Substituting (2. 7) into (2.2), one gets (when A2 > B 2 ) [8] 

I ~ __!__ /

00 

sinh C d( = 1 sinh C In A + B + ✓ A 2 
- B 2

• 

((]) - C A((J) + B((J) cosh ( C v' A2 - B2 A+ B - v' A2 - B2 
0 

(2.9) 
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,., 

It is seen that at the impact parameter b=0 or /J=0, when A(0) + B(0) = cosh C + l = 
2 cosh2 (C/2) and A(0) - B(0) = cosh C - l = 2 sinh2(C /2), one obtains from (2.9) that 
'I(0) = 1, the exact result following directly from (2.2) [~). 

For further applications, the integral of interest I((]) has numerically been calculated 
by (2.2) for the set of C(= R/a) in the region 5 ~CS: 20 whi_ch covers the wide range 
of changing of physical parameters Rand a. Then, the obtained.results for I((]) at every 
C were adjusted to those calculated with the help of the approximate formula (2.9) by 
using the best fit method to get K(C). It occurs that K(5) = 15.2, K-(20)=511.4 and for 
intermediate values of C the function K( C) can, be· represented by the three-parameter 
expression 

log"' = 0.47909 + 0.15025 C - 0.001938 C 2
• (2.10) 

Also: for simple quantitative estimations, one can use the "average" kappa adjusted by 
the two-parameter formula · 

log 1;. = 0.6728 + 0.1018 C. (2.11) 

The results of fitting i,;( C) are exhibited in Fig. I ( a) where the best fit data are represented 
by stars, the solid line is its three-parameter approximation (2.10) and the dashed one is 
the two-parameter (2.11 ). 

For a further discussion we transform eq.(2.9) into a more expressive form. To this 
end, we use the relations 

A+ B = L, A - B = L - y, (2.12) 

where 

L = cosh C + cosh (JC, 
2 

y = -(cosh(JC- I)+ 2. 
K, 

(2.13) 

Substituting (2.12) and (2.13) into (2.9) and taking Lout of the root, one expresses 'I(/3) 

in the separable form 

sin.hr: 
'I(f:J) = --cosh C + cosh (JC P(/3, C) = ttsF(f3)F'(f], C), . (2.14) 

where 
I 1 1+Jr=x 

P((J, C) = C Jl - x In 1 - JI - ,r (2.15) 

and 

x((J,C =!=~ cosh(JC-l+K =~ 1 {i+~} 
) L K cosh (JC + cosh C K t + cosh C cosh f]C · 

coshf]C 

(2.16) 

b Further simplifications can be carried out taking account of cosh C » i,; » I which 

t 

follows x ~ l; namely, · 

2 
x((J == 0, C) ~ cosh C' 

1 
x(/3 = I,C) ~ -, 

K, 

5 

2 
x(/3 » l, C) ~ -. 

. f, 
(2.17) 
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Figure 1: (a). The best fitted K(C) {stars) and its parametrization by eq.{2.10) (solid 
line); the straight dashed line is by eq.(2.11). (b). The profile integral {2.2) for the SF
distribution function, computed numerically (stars), and by its approximation (2.14) with 
P(/3, C) from (2.15) {solid line) and with Pa(l, C) from {{2.19). 

So, expanding Pin (2.15) as a function of x in small x, one obtains 

1 
P(/3,C) '.:::'. clln4 - lnx). (2.18) 

Then, suggesting that the main contribution to elastic scattering is caused (at least for the 
nucleus-nucleus scattering) by the nuclear surface region b '.:::'. R or /3 '.:::'. 1, where x '.:::'. K-1 , 

one obtains from (2.18) with the help of (2.10) the approximate expression 

1 1 
Pa(l, C) '.:,:'. clln4K] == C [2.489453 + 0.34597 C - 0.0046 C 2

] • (2.19) 

The respective nuclear eikonal phase (1.3) 

cp b __ 2RUo . sinh(R/a) . P. !!:_ 
N,a( ) - Ti.ti cosh(R/a) + cosh(b/a) a(l, a) (2.20) 

depends on the impact parameter b only as the symmetrized Fermi function. 
Fig.l(b) shows an example of behaviour of I(/3) calculated numerically by (2.2) (stars) 

and by the analytic expression (2.14): the solid line is with' utilizing P(/3, C) (2.15); and 
the dashed line, with a simple Pa(l, C) by (2.19). Their practical coincidence is seen at 
b > R, the region of the main contribution to peripheral collisions. 
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Figure 2: (a). The symmetrized Fermi Junction - solid line, the exact gathering functions 
P - circles, approximate Pa- dashed line. (b). Behaviour of P {solid) and Pa {dashed 
line) as function of C at /3 == 1. 

One should note that the presentation of the phase integral I(/3) in the separable form 
(2.14) makes clear that its main dependence on the impact parameter bis determined by 
the usF(b) distribution function which, in fact, is the integrand usF(✓b2 + z2 ) of (1.8) 
taken on the profile sheet at z == 0. So, the smooth function P(/3, C) corrects this 
dependence, and arises because of different effective lengths z(b) of integration over z at 
every certain b. Thus, it has the meaning of a gathering function which takes account of 
middle deviation of usF( Jb2 + z2 ) from UsF(b) along the path of integration z., 

In Fig.2(a), one can see the behaviour of .these two terms, namely, usF(b) (solid line) 
and the gathering function P given by the circles for exact P(/3, C) and by the dashed line 
for its approximation Pa(l, C). Factors P change less than two times while usF falls down 
in orders of its value. A small difference between exact P and approximate Pa functions 
at /3 == 1 is revealed only when C < 7, as it is exhibited in Fig.2(b) in dependence of 
C == R/a. 

We conclude that if one wants to estimate the profile integrals (2.1) for the realistic 
Fermi-type distribution functions at given parameters R and a, one should take K(C) 
at C == R/a from (2.10) and calculate I(b) with the help of (2.14). Also, for heavy
ion collisions one can use the simple approximate analytic. expressions for the gathering 
function P0 and for the nuclear phase IPN which are fully determined by (2.19) and 
(2.20). , 

.· p:Jr ·i::~~:··~~:~~;;'.;~f r 
' . -·;-· ..... i{ ,~ -· ,,... j•jn..._, • ·~· ::· r.,,~,~ i ~ ----. 
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3 Results for elastic scattering and conclusions 

In this section, the obtained eikonal phase is applied to methodical calculations of elastic 
scattering of heavy ions. They are realized for two energies and various atomic numbers 
of colliding nuclei to cover a wide regiori of changing of geometrical parameters of nuclear 
potentials. 

In the presence of the Coulomb forces, the <Pc phases contain the diverged term 
<Ppc = 277ln(kb)- <Pa where 77 = UBRc/lic, UB = Z1Z2e2/Rc and <I>"'"= 217ln(2kL) with 
L, being the screening parameter. Therefore, to calculate the amplitude (1.1 ), one uses 
a trick by adding and subtracting the scattering amplitude for the point charge potential 
Upc = UB Upc(r) with Upc = r/Rc, as it is obtained in [l] 

fpc(q) = -ikloo db bJo(qb) ei<Ppc =...:.. 2k17 e-2i77ln(q/2k) + 2io-o - i<Pa_ (3.1) 
0 q2 

Here, £To= arg f(l + i77) ~ 77(ln77 -1) + 1r/4 if 7] ~ l, and <Pa= 277ln(2kL). Then, 
reproducing the amplitude as f(q) = fpc + {f(q) - fpc(q)}, one gets 

f(q) = fpc(q) + ik 100 

db bJo(qb) ei<Ppc { 1 - ei<I>N + io<l>c}, (3.2) 

where the nuclear phase <PN gets 'the addition O<Pc = <Pc - <Ppc which does ~~t include the 
term ln(kb) at large b, factor exp(-i<I>a) vanishes in the cross section. In practice, 
for scattering of heavy ions the usually utilized Coulomb potential is that of the uniformly 
charged ball of radius Ru, and then the 6-term is 

· { 277(ln(&) +In (1 + ~ - 1J1 _ b
2 

(4.:.. Ji_)] O<Pc(b) = b V, - m) 3 R~ R; 

0, . . . 

Thus, it is seen that for b > R,., the expression in braces of (3.2) 
exp( i<I> N)} which goes to zero with ·increasing b. 

b ~ Ru 

b > Ru. 
(3.3) 

occurs to be { 1 -

Fig.3 shows the results ofcalculations of p.ifferential cross sections for elastic scattering 
of 12C+24 Mg, 160.+120Sn, 4°Ca+232U at two energies E = 30A1 MeV (the left column) 
and E = 60 A1 MeV (the right column). The parameters of potentials were taken as 

Vo=-50MeV, W0 =-20MeV,- R=R..=l.l(A:13 +A~13)fm, ,a=0.65fm. Thus, 
one has examples for three C=8. 756, 12.611 and 16.186. Here we have not included effects 
of the Coulomb deviatio_n of the straight-ahead trajectory,of motion, since they do not 
change further conclusions. By the same reasons we have not compared our calculations 
with experimental data. 

The high-energy approximation meth_od developed in [l] and [2] for small angles may 
be applied ·in the limits of B < Be + B, where the classical deflection angle Be ~ UB/ E 
is added to expand the standard limitation B < B = ..filkR, for (1.1). Then, for the 
considered collisions we find limits theta < 12° for the first example 12G + 24 Mg at 
E = 30 Me V /nucleon and B < 9.5° at 60 Me V /nucleon; also, for the second example 
with projectiles 160 we have, respectively, 15° and 9.5°; and for the third example with 
the 4°Ca ions, B < 14.5° and 8°. Thus, it is seen from Fig.3 that, for the Glauber-Sitenko 
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Figure 3: (a): The heavy ion differential cross sections. The left column is for E = 
·30A1 MeV, the right - for E = 60A1 MeV. Solid lines arc exact numrrical integration 
with the profile integral (2.2), dashed lines are when its analytic form (2.L{} is used with 
P(/3,C), and cfrcles - with approximated Pa(I,C). 
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approach in the region of its applicability, all differential cross sections calculated with 
analytic phases for the SF-type potential are in good agreement with the respective exact 
numerical calculations. · 

Then, when utilizing the analytic expressions for phases, calculations occur about two 
orders faster than with the whole numerical integration. 

And the last conclusion is that the analytic eikonal for the symmetrized Fermi dis· 
tribution of a potential permits one to understand the mechanism of scattering of heavy 
ions at comparably high energy of tens of MeV per nucleon and, especially, an important 
role of the peripheral_region in forming the structure of diffraction patterns of differential 

cross sections. 
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Jlyi<:MIHOB B.K., 3eMmrnru:i E.B. 
3ttKOHaJihHru:I qia1a ,n,JUI CHMMeTpH3OBaHHOro noTeHUHaJia 
Bynca - CaKCOHa H ee HCilOJlh3OBaHHe B 3a]laqax pacce.HHH.H 
T.H)KeJihlX HOHOB 
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TionyqeHO npH6JIH)KeHHOe aHaJIHTH'leCKOe Bhlpa)KeHHe 3HKOHaJihHOH q>a3hl 
Jl]l.H IlOTeHUHaJia B BH]le CI-IMMeTp1-13oBaHHOH <PYHKUHH ct>epMH, KOTOpoe 3aTeM 
npoBepeHO cpaBHeHH.HMl-1 C TO'IHhlMl-1 'II-ICJieHHh!Ml-1 pacqeTaMH. TIOKa3aHO, 'ITO ero 
MO)KHO C ycnexoM np1-1MeH.HTh AJI.H .HApo-~nepHoro pacce.HHH.H npH npoMe)KYTO'I
HhIX 3Hepnrnx B nec.HTKI-I M3B Ha HYKJIOH B paMKax npn6JIH)KeHH.H rnay6epa -
C1-1TeHKO Jl]l.H MaJihlX yrnoB. Ha npaKTHKe HCilOJlh3OBaHHe TaKOH aHaJII-ITH'leCKOH 
!pa3hl IlO3BOJI.HeT IlOH.HTh MexaHH3~i pacce.HHI-I.H 1-1 ycKOpHTh npHMepHO Ha ABa no
p.HnKa 'II-ICJieHHhIH pac'leT m1qiqiepeHUHaJlhHhIX ce,1eHHH. 

Pa6orn Bh!IlOJIHeHa B Jla6opaTopHH TeopernqecKott qJH3HKH HM.H.H.Eoromo-
6oBa O:lliltt. 
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